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Mass spectrometry generates huge data sets of points in three dimensions of time vs
mass versus intensity. These must be massaged and distilled into a simple report of
analytes found and their concentrations. Getting there can be a journey, especially to
assure that the results are accurate and complete. Varian has simplified the process
through MS Workstation, and yet permits enough flexibility and adaptability to handle very
complicated experiments and assurances that the answers are valid. This monograph
illustrates some of the powerful capabilities available in Varian MS Workstation toward
these goals.

Operator Interface
1.

Colorful AutoSamplerTM Display - ggrreeeenn is
active vial, bblluuee vials have been completed and
rreedd are waiting to be run. Click on middle of
carousel to get the active SampleList. Click on
any vial to inject that single sample.

2. Readily convert between Full Scan,
Single Ion(s) Monitoring, MS-MS,
MSn and Chemical Ionization in one
chromatographic run.

3. Automatic Method Development for MSMS, to find optimum settings.

4. Compute areas on live
chromatogram.

5. Library search live
chromatogram readily.

6. Monitor single ions (or ion groups) in live
chromatogram with System Control [with Varian
240, 4000, 1200 and 300 series MS only].

7. Simultaneously collect MS data, plus runs from up to 7 [sic] GC detectors with single
method and single workstation
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8. G
Grreeeenn light – R
Reedd light status of
GC thermal zones.
9. Quick access to details of
thermal zone by clicking on zone
label.

10. Open data files/
methods/SampleLists/
sequences/RecalcLists directly by
double-clicking in Windows Explorer.

11. Tool Bar for easy
access to any
operation and
recent run files
and methods.

12. Delete icons in Tool Bar to
simplify operations.

13. Recent Files button allows fast recovery of
recent activities.

14. Browse button in many
screens ensures proper
path for desired file.

15. Get immediate Help with entry by
right-clicking on most parameter-entry
prompts to display detailed
explanation.

16. Copy [ctrl C] and Paste [ctrl V] peak table details into Excel or Word.

17. Relabeling headers for
parameter entries by
right-clicking on header
to facilitate entries.

18. Functionlabeling for valve
operations by
right-clicking on
header for clearer
operations.

19. User-selectable delay in start
of MS data collection, for
sample processing prior to
injection. [2000 and 2200 only]
20. Method control of mass flow
controller for air sample
loading and documentation of
volume in report. [2000 and
2200 only]
21. Correction to results for air
sample volume loaded. [2000
and 2200 only]

22. Auto Start at specific clock time – For example, the instrument can be set to perform a
complete calibration sequence at 3 am, before work shift begins. Calibrations can be
performed more often and still keep productivity up.

Data Review
23. Single screen for data review of multiple data files for peak processing, graphically
adjusting peaks, fine tuning calibration curves, calibration updates, and method adjustments.
Peak summary display can be sorted by any header, such as Peak Name. Changes here
generate updated information for all displays and are stored in data file and reports.

24. View and compare two curve fits and apply
chosen one to method.

25. Normalize and overlay ion peaks to aid in sorting out
identifications.
Confirmation of separation
for Bromochloromethane
and Tetrahydrofuran.
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Demonstration of close elution
of Carbon Disulfide and acetone,
with separation from 2-Propanol.

26. Graphical assignment of baseline.

27. Verification runs for easy check of quality
control results.
Deviations from anticipated
concentrations are reported and if fails test, then a
specified action can occur, including a halt to
operations.
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28. Easy graphical access to
timed events for peak
processing and adjust with
mouse actions.

29. Export chromatogram or spectrum into .WMF Picture File and edit display for
publication.
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Data Treatment
30. Calibration with “Average Response Factors”.

31. Data filtering by SavitskyGolay [violet] or Mean (Boxcar)
[sky blue], with SG maintaining
peak acmes and nadirs, and
Mean providing different
suppression of noise.

32. Use of multiple ions for Quan ions
to enhance peak size.
33. Tangent% parameter for peak skimming allows an
automatic judgment based on the relative height of the rider
peak to the height of the major peak; less manual intervention
in area allocations is then required when relative peak sizes
change.

Method Construction
34. Methods can be activated on other similar instruments without changes, facilitating
protocol transfers.
35. Prompt appears for choice to update method, if configuration on new system is different.

3800 with
3 detectors

36. Single method [right] for GC/MS + 3 injectors and
7detectors [sic], 7 valves, 3 gas sample concentrators, MS
data collection, computations, reports, error monitoring and
baseline subtraction data.

800 MIB
with
4 detectors
3800
Master

37. Single method [left] can control
master/slave configuration of two GCs
(Addresses 44 and 45) tied together. For
example, Hydrogen Fuel Analyzer and
Trace Hydrocarbon System, where multiple
columns and detectors require two
3800
GCs tied together with one sample
Slave
loading.

4000 MS

SampleList, RecalcList and Sequence List
38. Sequence list allows
data collection with one
method and then reprocess
automatically same (or
different) data files with
different method(s).

39. Automatically create or
append RecalcList for
later batch reprocessing.

40. Create RecalcList with drag/drop from Windows Explorer.

41. Separate multiplier/divisor for each
GC detector through SampleList.

File Structure
42. Single file contains raw data, results, method, calibration data, errors, instrument logs,
sample and recalc notes, module notes, baseline data.

43. Data file names up to 255 characters. No special cryptic coding to 8 characters required.
44. No possibility of overwriting data files. If names match, then XXX (such as 001) are
automatically appended to end of file name to make it unique.

45. “Variables” for automatically
naming data files.

Error Monitoring
46. Errors incrementing “Max Error” counter. Some
specified errors can be monitored and then trigger a halt
to operations, based on operator parameter settings and
seriousness of error.
“Minor” errors that occur in
consecutive runs can be set to take a specific action,
including conversion to a fatal error that stops
operations. These errors include: outside
calibration range, verification failure, replicate
standard out of tolerance, missing internal
standard, and missing reference peak.

47. Fatal Errors will halt all operations until problem is corrected. These types can include:
3800 has disconnected from System Control, End Hardware Check – Module Hardware
Problems are Present, Module 3800.44: Coolant Timed Out, among many others.

48. Message Log becomes
documentation of system
operations, including report of
errors during runs. Historical
logs are saved and recoverable
later and cannot be altered.

Calibration Process
49. Edit calibration curve with graphics to test other
fits, and update method.
50. Easily choose alternate fit and save to method.
51. Readily delete deviant calibration points with
mouse click and new fit is recomputed
automatically.

52. Display log-log calibration curve to handle
wide linear range.

53. Manual entry of coefficients
available.
54. Lock selected coefficients, to avoid
improper changes to calibration if using
multiple standard mixes in multiple
standard runs.

55. X↔Y Converter. Enter either area or amount
and the other is displayed, based on curve fit.

Data Integrity
56. Cannot change sample name, sample notes, date/time of injection, message logs, nor
raw data after data collection. No fudging allowed.

57. To document changes in a method, an optional automatic prompt can be set up to add
comments to revision history and these alterations are maintained with the method and with
every data file using that method.

58. Optional automatic prompt for operator name at start of data collection.
“Operator” is documented on every report in that sequence.

Entry for

59. Access to MS Workstation
Security application is password
controlled, limiting access to
changes in security procedures
and passwords.

60. Revision log for results. After both checking the box for “Update Revision Log” and enabling
the Revision Log in Run Documentation, time and date of operator revisions are independently
recorded. This log can be printed as part of every
report of results.

61. Methods can be set to require a
password prior to saving to
prohibit unauthorized changes to
methods.

62. BFB Tune adjustments allow ion trap spectra to match criteria for EPA library search.
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23. Single screen for data review of multiple data files
24. View and compare two curve fits
25. Normalize and overlay ion peaks to aid in sorting out identifications
26. Graphical assignment of baseline
27. Verification runs
28. Easy graphical access to timed events
29. Export chromatogram or spectrum into .WMF Picture File
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30. Calibration with “Average Response Factors”
31. Data filtering by Savitsky-Golay or Mean (Boxcar)
32. Use of multiple ions for Quan ions
33. Tangent% parameter for peak skimming

Method Construction
34. Methods can be activated on other similar instruments
35. Prompt appears for choice to update method
36. Single method for GC/MS + 3 injectors and 7detectors [sic]…
37. Single method can control master/slave configuration of two GCs
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38. Sequence List
39. Automatically create or append RecalcList
40. Create RecalcList with drag/drop from Windows Explorer
41. Separate multiplier/divisor for each GC detector

File Structure
42. Single file contains raw data, results, method, calibration data…
43. Data file names up to 255 characters
44. No possibility of overwriting data files
45. “Variables” for automatically naming data files
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Error Monitoring
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46. Errors incrementing “Max Error” counter
47. Fatal Errors will halt all operations
48. Message Log

Calibration Process
49. Edit calibration curve with graphics
50. Easily choose alternate fit
51. Readily delete deviant calibration points with mouse click
52. Display log-log calibration curve
53. Manual entry of coefficients
54. Lock selected coefficients
55. X↔Y Converter

Data Integrity
56. Cannot change sample name, sample notes, date/time of injection…
57. Optional automatic prompt can be set up
to add comments to revision history
58. Optional automatic prompt for operator name
at start of data collection
59. Access to MS Workstation Security application is password controlled
60. Revision Log for results
61. Methods can be set to require a password prior to saving
62. BFB Tune adjustments
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